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Small market broadcasters work with Nielsen on alternatives to ratings diaries.  Is radio ready 
to ditch the decades-old paper ratings diary for good?  Nielsen and a small market committee 
within its Audio Advisory Council are exploring potential new ways to collect, measure and report 
radio usage in diary markets.  The impetus is a growing belief among clients that diaries are no 
longer sufficient to measure today’s fragmented media marketplace.  Meeting monthly by telephone 
since the Council’s fall meeting, Nielsen says the committee has provided “valuable insight” into 
how it can continue to improve the diary service. “Their candid comments, coupled with input we 
received from talking with our customers in recent months, is helping to shape the roadmap of how 
the service we offer in small and medium markets might evolve,” a Nielsen spokesperson says 
in a statement.  The company will share those plans with its Advisory Council, Policy Guidelines 
Committee and clients in the coming weeks but declined to comment further.   Sources on the 
committee, which is led by Nielsen VP of product leadership Brad Feldhaus, tell Inside Radio it is 
discussing several options. Among ideas that have been floated: supplementing the diary with telephone retrieval or online 
samples; merging it with other Nielsen local market measurement techniques; developing a more economical version of 
PPM; putting measurement software in cellphones; using different techniques for different-sized markets; and measuring 
fewer days per week and filling in the rest of the week with modeled data.  The hope is that the world’s largest, most 
sophisticated measurement company can come up with something more reliable than a paper diary and a No. 2 pencil.  
 

Dissatisfaction with the diary service is costing Nielsen clients.  A growing number of broadcasters have cut the cord 
with diary measurement. Redwood Empire Stereocasters, a 35-year Arbitron/Nielsen subscriber, is the latest not to renew.  
It joins Galaxy Communications, Davidson Media and Birach Broadcasting in operating without ratings, along with Salem 
Communications and Saga Communications in some markets.  Redwood VP/GM Tom Skinner says he doesn’t believe the 
diary service offers reliable ratings and that he could no longer justify its rising costs, due to lower transactional dollars in 
Santa Rosa, CA, where Redwood owns four stations.   “The diary is old technology that I’m no longer willing to invest in,” 
says Skinner, who served for 12 years on the Arbitron Advisory Council, including two terms as chairman.  “In a way, Nielsen 
showed us the weakness in their own diary by inventing the PPM.”   Adelante Media Group CEO Jay Myers adds, “It’s been 
made worse by the fact that the currency among most advertisers has been the PPM and that has hurt diary markets.”  Gerry 
Boehme, a former 34-year Katz Media Group executive with a research background, says relying on recall-based ratings 
methodology “poorly positions smaller market radio against all competitors, including PPM-measured radio.” Boehme, who 
served on the Arbitron Advisory Council for more than 20 years and operates GB Consulting, contends the diary meets 
none of the objectives measurement systems are designed to address: Provide reliable measurement at a reasonable cost, 
gain acceptance among buyers and sellers, demonstrate high ROI and maximize profitability for the ratings supplier.  “The 
marketplace is rapidly changing and radio needs to keep pace,” Boehme says. 
 

Small samples, big costs top diary market concerns.  Small sample sizes, low response rates and high costs are among 
broadcasters’ top frustrations with Nielsen’s diary ratings service. “There can be a lot done to improve the service,” says 
NRG Media COO Chuck DuCoty, who reps diary markets on the Nielsen Audio Advisory Council.  “It’s important for us as 
an industry to have a reliable, credible measurement tool,” he says, adding that broadcasters want to work with Nielsen 
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on ways to improve the service.  A common complaint is that small sample sizes cause ratings to bounce from book to 
book, making the estimates unreliable.  Nielsen is evaluating a “statistical smoothing” processes that would  average in the 
previous survey’s sample to help stabilize the current one.  DuCoty says the process has flattened out a lot of the fluctuation 
in so-called condensed markets.  “But the tradeoff is you’re looking at numbers collected over the course of a year,” he adds. 
A bigger concern is that, in an increasingly digital world, radio is still being measured in most markets with the same tool 
used in the Eisenhower administration.  Nielsen’s decision to eliminate diaries in all TV markets has reinforced feelings that 
the diary has become obsolete.  “The challenge we all have is figuring out how to measure these diary markets at a cost 
that is less for broadcasters but still gives Nielsen a reasonable return on their investment,” DuCoty says.   To its credit, 
Nielsen has improved sample performance in diary market by introducing sample stratification, adding some address-based 
sampling and other techniques. “We continue to make progress in our diary markets and investment in radio diary sample 
quality remains a top priority for Nielsen,” a company spokesperson says. 

Virginia owner wants MRC to review Roanoke-Lynchburg market.  A Virginia radio station owner has asked the Media 
Rating Council to review its accreditation of Nielsen’s diary ratings service in the Roanoke-Lynchburg, VA market.  In a letter 
to MRC CEO George Ivie, 3 Daughters Media CEO Gary Burns says the metro “is based on a flawed market definition” that 
has resulted in too few in-tab diaries to produce statistically accurate audience estimates.  “You can’t rely on the data,” Burns 
asserts in an essay sent with his letter to Ivie.  The missive is the owner’s latest protest against the Federal Communications 
Commission’s reliance on Nielsen market definitions to determine how many stations one company can own in a market. 
Burns calls Roanoke-Lynchburg a “fake market,” defined by a couple of subscribing radio companies, which has resulted 
in an artificially-high eight-station per market ownership cap.   He argues that the cities of Roanoke and Lynchburg, which 
are located 56 miles apart, should either be measured separately by Nielsen or converted to PPM measurement.  Three 
Daughters is not a Nielsen subscriber in the market, where it owns four stations.  It’s not the first time Burns has been a 
thorn in Nielsen’s side.  In 2013, he asked the FTC and DOJ to hold up Arbitron’s sale to Nielsen to consider the impact of 
a planned Arbitron policy change to reserve Total Line Reporting status to subscribers only.  

Bridge study proposes marriage of radio brands and personalized streaming.  There’s a growing library of research 
coming to the same conclusion: control is what’s behind many Americans love of streaming music services.   But there 
may be a wide open middle ground for broadcast radio, according to Bridge Ratings president Dave Van Dyke, who looked 
at what happens when a station creates a digital side channel that embraces a personalization option.   To put the theory 
to a test, Bridge created customizable web-only versions of six CHR, country, and urban AC stations, each in different 
markets, complete with branding but with no personalities and just 90 seconds of ads per hour.  It then watched how fans 
of those stations responded.   Participants initially showed a big jump in interest in giving a web-only option a test drive 
when presented with an option, regardless of format.  The data showed not only did listening occasions increase 33% to 
50%, but overall time spent listening on mobile devices also ticked higher.   While Van Dyke concedes the newness factor 
can’t be completely ignored, listeners generally showed greater interest in a streaming station that’s different from the 
traditional simulcast.  So he concludes broadcast radio stations have an opportunity to create new customizable web station 
leveraging their brand.   Van Dyke says the data also shows it’s doesn’t seem to be detrimental to on-air listening.   “In fact 
the overwhelming majority of the sample said that the customized version enhanced their brand experience which tended 
to improve top-of-mind choice when listening to broadcast radio,” he concludes. Van Dyke also points out that ad agencies 
have told him they’d be willing to pay higher CPMs for custom platforms, and buyers were also happy to see a lower spot 
load option.

Univision’s Conroy adds strategy to his digital dance card.  As president of digital and enterprise development, Kevin 
Conroy has overseen Univision Communications launch its streaming radio product Uforia and sister bilingual digital video 
network UVideos.  Now Conroy is taking a larger role at the Spanish media giant.  He’s been named chief strategy and 
data officer, a post he’ll hold in addition to his digital development title.  CEO Randy Falco says the promotion speaks to the 
company’s “commitment to continue to lead, drive innovation and disrupt the media landscape.”  In addition to streaming, the 
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company’s Enterprise Development division has, under Conroy,  struck several deals to bring such things as a reloadable 
prepaid credit card, a pharmacy discount program, a credit monitoring and reporting product, and prepaid wireless service 
to its Hispanic audience.  Separately, Univision is also promoting Isaac Lee to president of news and digital across all of the 
company’s divisions, taking on the title of CEO of its English-language news channel Fusion, which is a joint venture with 
ABC-TV.

As classic rock gets hard, Chicago frequency tries softer route.  Has the rush to freshen the 
oldies format left behind so many classic hits that Baby Boomers are craving a new mix?  Weigel 
Broadcasting will give radio a real world laboratory to test that theory as it gears up to launch “87.7 
MeTV FM” in Chicago next month.  The station will riff from its MeTV television brand — short 
for Memorable Entertainment Television — which features a lineup dominated by classic shows.  
On radio, that will translate into playing such ‘70s soft rock artists as Carly Simon, James Taylor, 
The Eagles, Elton John, and The Carpenters.  Weigel vice chairman Neal Sabin says “MeTV 
FM” will play “a much broader range of music skewing on the pop/softer, side including singer/
songwriters, album tracks and hits deemed ‘oldies’ by some programmers but considered ‘gold’ by 
our target audience.”  The goal is to attract a Baby Boomer audience that feels left behind by Chicago’s two existing classic 
hits stations: Hubbard Radio’s “The Drive 97.1” WDRV and Cumulus Media’s WLS-FM (94.7).   Weigel Broadcasting is taking 
over operations of WGWG-LP from Tribune Broadcasting which pulled the plug on its sports FM in December.   The station, 
owned by Venture Technologies, will adopt the new call letters WRME-LP on February 23 ahead of the new station’s launch.  
Watch a teaser video HERE.
 

New digital ad units may help radio sell display ads.  Radio stations received 45% of their digital revenue through the 
sale of banner ads in 2013, twice what was billed from streaming audio ads, according to the Radio Advertising Bureau.  
With display continuing to dominate many stations’ digital sales, new research on the latest ad units may help make that 
inventory easier to sell to clients.  Interactive Advertising Bureau (IAB) research focused on the so-called “rising star” 
display ads including such units as pushdowns, filmstrips and sidekicks which have more interactivity and engagement with 
consumers.  The IAB says its study shows they’re helping brands get noticed more than with traditional display ads.  The 
data shows the new ads have 30% stronger brand recall with just one exposure, rising to 42% when the consumer actually 
has some interaction with the ad.  Consumers were also three-times as likely to interact with the ad — 34% versus 11% 
who interacted with the old-style banner ads.   That’s probably due to the fact that the typical person stared at the more 
entertaining banner ads five-times as long.  And while they’re also, on average, larger than old fashioned banner ads, the 
research shows consumers found them less annoying.   “We knew that better creative canvasses have visual and emotional 
appeal, and garner interaction,” IAB top researcher Sherrill Mane says. “The big challenge has been to demonstrate that 
aesthetic breakthroughs contribute to brand equity and our rigorous and comprehensive study substantiates that.”  Peter 
Minnium, who heads brand initiatives for the IAB, says the study confirms what was instinctively known all along: consumers 
pay more attention to the new display ads.  Read a primer on the new ad units HERE.
 

Take a peek at radio’s digital revenue trend.  A group of 400 radio stations that have made their advertising and content 
interactive will bill a combined $55 million in new and incremental revenue this year.   So says Boulder, CO-based Clip 
Interactive, which has partnered with the stations on apps that allow users to interact with their music, talk, ads, contests, 
events, sports and specialized artist content.  Clip earlier reported its apps helped broadcast partners bill $4 million last 
year but it has since grown its client list to hundreds of stations across a dozen radio groups, including Alpha Media, Salem 
Communications, Cumulus Media, Entercom, Beasley Media Group, Digity Media, Broadcast Company of the Americas 
and Compass.    It has also introduced a new responsive web player accessible through desktop and mobile web browsers, 
in addition to its existing mobile app-based solutions.   Intended to bridge the gap between broadcast and digital, Clip 
technology delivers a feed of the content that recently aired on a participating station.  Tapping on one of the items in the 
feed launches more info about that specific programming element or advertiser.  
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JVC takes it to the streets in Gainesville.   Radio’s a business that relies on a bit of showbiz and a lot of Main Street support.  
The two are on full display at new street level studios JVC Media has built in Gainesville.   The company has consolidated 
its recently acquired stations in the market under a single roof with a state of the art facility.  With the tens of thousands of 
students who attend the nearby University of Florida at Gainesville campus, the West University Avenue location isn’t likely 
to go unnoticed.  Rhythmic CHR “Party 100.9” WXJZ will be especially hard to miss — its new studio is complete with neon 
lights and a spinning disco ball.  COO Victor Canales says it puts the “live and local” message on full display.  “We can do this 
because we have live jocks that are part of the community and get it,” Canales says.  “Radio is supposed to be live, local and 
fun, and we are going to have fun in Gainesville.”   Market manager Shane Reeve says it’ll also bring some show biz sizzle 
to radio when JVC brings clients, business owners and local charities in to meet the staff.   JVC Media earlier built a studio 
in an airport concourse for “Long Island News Radio 103.9” WRCN, Long Island, NY.  “Radio is the entertainment business 
and we need to look the part and get our facilities back in front of our listeners — Pandora can’t do this,” JVC president John 
Caracciolo says.

Texas public radio joins forces for a first time.  News from a Texas perspective.  That’s how four public broadcasters are 
billing the launch of “Texas Standard,” a new statewide news magazine program that will look at the day’s top national stories.   
Launching on March 2nd, which just so happens to be Texas Independence Day, the cross-station collaboration is the first 
of its kind among the state’s public radio stations.  “When we listen to the news, many of us feel like it’s shaped by a New 
York or Washington perspective,” host David Brown says.  He says “Texas Standard” will look at the news “in a manner that’s 
consistent with the way we Texans see the world.”   He says it will also have a tone that’s more fitting with how their listeners 
live. “We believe that reporting marked by wit, humor and informality can uplift and underscore our shared humanity, while 
helping us understand the world around us,” Brown explains.  The program will be based at KUT, Austin where executive 
producer Emily Donahue has led the news department.  “Texas Standard” will also be heard on KERA, Dallas (90.1); KUHF, 
Houston (88.7), and KSTX, San Antonio (89.1).  Distribution is made possible through a partnership with PRI, Public Radio 
International.  Texas Mutual Insurance Company and Texas Farm Credit have already signed to help underwrite the show.

Inside Radio News Ticker…Valentine ads roll into radio…Cupid’s arrow has helped skewer some ad buys for radio 
heading toward Valentine’s Day.  ProFlowers blossomed onto Media Monitors top 10 last week, with 23,325 ads on stations 
it tracks.  That was good for a No. 6 finish.   Two jewelry retailers were further back: Jared the Galleria of Jewelry was No. 13 
and Shane was at No. 24.  How about some chocolate covered strawberries? Sherri’s Berries was No. 30.  Media Monitors 
says Geico was No. 1 on its Spot Ten ranker…CBS’ Morris to chair IAB…CBS Interactive chief revenue officer David Morris 
was elected  chairman of the Interactive Advertising Bureau (IAB) at the organization’s annual leadership conference in 
Phoenix. “The IAB has an ambitious agenda – one that is sure to propel the digital media and marketing industry ahead,” 
he said in the announcement.  Other streaming radio providers on the IAB board include ESPN EVP of global sales Eric 
Johnson and Pandora chief revenue officer John Trimble…Radio remembers NFL Films founder Ed Sabol…From film to 
video to the digital age, the legacy of NFL Films founder Ed Sabol may just be the popularity of the sport today.  Sabol is 
also remembered for treating radio well.  Salem Radio Network VP Tom Tradup says during his days working at the flagship 
stations for the Dallas Cowboys and Kansas City Chiefs, Sabol made sure local radio got a first screening of the team’s 
annual highlight films to benefit stations with clients and listeners.  “Anytime we would visit NFL Films in New Jersey…we 
were treated like royalty,” Tradup remembers.  Sabol died yesterday.  He was 98...People Moves...Radio One VP Jeff Wilson 
adds general manager duties for its Washington, DC stations.  Read People Moves HERE. 

FCC: Licensee, not tower site owner, is on fence duty.  The FCC is upholding a $17,000 fine against talk/oldies WCXI, 
Flint, MI (1160) for failing to enclose its antenna with a locked fence and failing to make its issue and program lists available 
during an inspection of the public file.  Owner Birach Broadcasting had argued that it doesn’t own the site that’s home to 
WCXI’s two towers and wasn’t responsible.  And as for the program lists, it says those were just improperly organized. But 
Enforcement Bureau regional director Michael Moffitt rules it’s the AM licensee, not the tower site owner that’s on the hook.  
The company now has 30 days to pay or appeal the decision to the full Commission.
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MORE OPPORTUNITIES 
@ INSIDERADIO.COM >>

KRNB AFTERNOON 
DRIVE PERSONALITY

Are you a multi-dimensional, 
superstar media personality? 
Do you “live” and “breathe” the 
“Smooth R&B” 25-54 lifestyle?  
Can you captivate listeners 
on-air, on social media and in-
person? Have you mastered PPM 
and appointment listening?  Do 
you seek every opportunity to 
engage listeners where they live, 
work and play? If so, Service 
Broadcasting may have a rare 
career opportunity for you. 
 
Our new KRNB Afternoon Drive 
Personality must know how to 
connect emotionally with listeners 
to positively impact ratings and 
relationships. This is a position for 
an “entertainer,” not a jock. 

Send your mp3, resume, 
references and social media 
links to: SBG HR Manager

Debbie Henry at 
jobs@KRNB.com

No phone calls please. E.O.E.

PLACE YOUR 
JOB OPENING HERE!

EMAIL: 
ADS@INSIDERADIO.COM 

PROGRAM DIRECTOR - HOUSTON
93.7 The BEAT KQBT Houston is looking for a Program Director who will oversee and approve all on-
air aspects.  Candidate will need to possess abilities to maintain and build ratings as well as assist the sales 
department in generating revenue.  
 
For a full list of qualifications and responsibilities, or to apply now, visit
www.iHeartMedia.com  

iHeartMedia is an equal opportunity employer and will not tolerate discrimination in 
employment on the basis of race, color, age, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity or 
expression, religion, disability, ethnicity, national origin, marital status, protected veteran 
status, genetic information, or any other legally protected classification or status.

NOTICE OF PUBLIC SALE OF COLLATERAL
The United States Bankruptcy Court for the Southern District 

of Florida has entered that certain Order Confirming Debtors’ Joint 
Amended Plan of Reorganization (the “Confirmation Order”) in 

the chapter 11 bankruptcy cases In re James Crystal, Inc., et al., 
Case No. 14-12151- RBR et al. (docket no. 182). Pursuant to the 
Confirmation Order and the Plan (as defined in the Confirmation 

Order, an auction sale (“The Sale” as defined in the Plan) will take 
place of all of the Debtors’ assets (other than those of James Crystal, 
Inc.), including without limitation the radio stations and licenses for 
the radio stations known by the call letters WFLL, WFTL, WMEN and 
KXBD (collectively, the “Stations”) will be offered for sale at a public 
auction and sold to the highest Qualified Bidder on March 2, 2015 at 
10:00 a.m. at the offices of Rice Pugatch Robinson and Schiller, P.A. 
101 NE 3rd Ave, Suite 1800, Fort Lauderdale, FL 33301, Facsimile: 

(954) 462-4300, Email: cpugatch@rprslaw.com. For further 
information, please consult the Website (defined below). 

The Sale is being conducted on terms and conditions 
(the “Terms and Conditions”) should visit the website: 

https://goradiotv.sharefile.com/d/s0557da1d4b24f88 (the “website”). 

The Terms and Conditions may be modified by Atalaya Special 
Opportunities Fund IV LP and Atalaya Special Opportunities Fund 

(Cayman), the Debtors’ secured creditor (“Atalaya”). Atalaya 
reserves the right to reject all bids, modify the Terms and Conditions 
(defined below), credit bid at The Sale, conduct the The Sale of the 
Stations in one or more parcels and terminate or adjourn The Sale 
to another time, without further publication. Interested parties who 
would like additional information regarding the Collateral and the 

Terms and Conditions of the Sale should contact counsel for Secured 
Party, Perkins Coie LLP, 30 Rockefeller Plaza, 22nd Floor, New York, 

New York, 10112-0085, Attn: Gary F. Eisenberg, Esq., at 
212-262-6902 or by email at geisenberg@perkinscoie.com, or by 
contacting the broker retained pursuant to Bankruptcy Court order, 

Jorgenson Broadcast Brokerage, Inc., at 426 South River Road,
Tryon, NC 28782, (828) 859-6982 Office - (828) 859-6831 Fax - 

(828) 817-0262 Mobile, email goradiotv@windstream.net.
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